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The relationship between the reduction of order through point symmetries and
integration is explored with particular emphasis on the loss and gain of point
Ž .contact for third order symmetries to and from nonlocal symmetries. It is seen
that reduction of order can even lead to the loss of all point symmetries at the
third order level and their replacement at the second order level from nonlocal
symmetries. It is evident that nonlocal symmetries should be given more attention
in applications. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The usual procedure in the solution of any ordinary differential equa-
tion is to search for some method whereby the order of the equation is
depressed. The two standard methods are reduction of order using a Lie
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In the reduction of order the point symmetry which is used to derive the
new variables does not give a symmetry for the reduced equation. The
reason for this is simple. If the symmetry represented by the differential
operator G is
› ›
G s j x , y q h x , y , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
› x › y
the variables for the reduced equation are
X s u x , y Y s ¤ x , y , y9 , 2Ž . Ž . Ž .
where u and ¤ are the zeroth order invariant and the first differential
invariant of G respectively and come from the solutions of the associated
Lagrange's system
d x d y d y9
s s 3Ž .
j h z
Ž .z s h9 y y9j 9 which are the characteristics of the linear partial differen-
w Ž .xtial equation formed by the action of the first extension of G see 12 on
a variable z which is dependent upon x, y, and y9, ¤iz.
Gw1x z s 0. 4Ž .
Then in terms of the new variables
› ›
w1x w1xG s Gu q G ¤
› X › Y
s 0. 5Ž .
Although one tends to think that G is annihilated in the process of the
reduction of order, this is not the case. It simply ceases to have relevance
for the reduced equation which contains u, ¤ , and deri¤ati¤es of ¤ . To
Ž .maintain consistency of the dimension of the space the transformation 2
Ž .which maps from the space of the three variables x, y, y9 should include
a third term defining a third variable in addition to X and Y. This is the
nonlocal variable, I, which will be expressed as an integral in terms of the
Ž .new variables X and Y. I is not a characteristic of 4 and we do not need
the terms with derivatives with respect to I for the Lie point symmetries of
w x Ž .the reduced equation 2 . Hence in this interpretation 5 is
› › ›
w1x w1xG s GI q Gu q G ¤
› I › X › Y
›
s GI 6Ž .
› I
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so that G is not annihilated by the reduction of order. It simply does not
have relevance to the reduced equation.
When a symmetry is used to determine a first integral for a differential
equation, the symmetry provides an integrating factor for the equation and
Žremains as a symmetry of the first integral. For first order equations the
w xdirect determination of the integrating factor is known 22, p. 95; 6 , but
the theory has not, to our knowledge, been extended to higher order
.equations. Thus, if there exists a symmetry G of a differential equation
E x , y , y9, . . . , y Žn. s 0, 7Ž .Ž .
i.e.,
Gw nxE s 0 8Ž .< Es 0
and
I s f x , y , y9, . . . , y Žny1. 9Ž .Ž .
is a first integral which G provides,
Gw ny1x f x , y , y9, . . . , y Žny1. s 0. 10Ž .Ž .
ŽBy the statement that the symmetry G provides the first integral I we
mean that the first integral is a solution to the two differential equations
d I
w ny1xs 0 and G I s 0. 11Ž .
<d x Es 0
Ž .Clearly the first integral admits G as a symmetry, but in 11 we imply that
. w k xthe integral follows from the symmetry. In the above G is the k th
w xextension of G and is given by 28
k iy1 ›iw k x Ž i. Ž jq1. Ž iyj.G s G q h y y j . 12Ž .Ý Ý Ž i.ž /½ 5j › yis1 js0
Ž . Ž .It is common to regard 9 as an n y 1 th order differential equation
containing a parameter I, but in fact there is a difference between the two
Ž .conceptions. When 9 is considered as a first integral, it possesses a
Ž . Ž .symmetry G if 10 applies. When 9 is considered as a differential
equation, it possesses a symmetry G if
Gw ny1x f x , y , y9, . . . , y Žny1. s 0. 13Ž .Ž . Žny1.< f Ž x , y , y 9 , . . . , y .s I
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Ž . Ž .The requirement 13 is less stringent than 10 . In the case of
y- s 0 14Ž .
a first integral is
I s y0 . 15Ž .
Ž .As a first integral 15 has four Lie point symmetries. When treated as a
Ž .differential equation, 15 has eight Lie point symmetries. In the case of
y0 s 0 16Ž .
which has the first integral
I s xy9 y y 17Ž .
the change is even more dramatic. The first integral has three point
w xsymmetries 20 whereas the differential equation has an infinite number
of symmetries. In terms of computation the difference is simple to explain.
Ž .As a first integral 17 , say, has three determining equations for the
Ž .coefficient functions, j and h. As a differential equation 17 has one
determining equation for the coefficient functions and it is obvious that
there must be an infinite number of symmetries as the system is underde-
termined. The conceptual basis for the difference is found in the idea of
w x Ž .configurational invariants 13, 33 . The first integral 9 is a function,
Ž Žny1..f x, y, y9, . . . , y , to which we attach a label, I. When we think of I as
Ž .the value which f has and regard 9 as an equation, we are treating it as a
configurational invariant because the equation is now a constraint.
That reduction of order costs a symmetry and integration does not is not
necessarily a prescription to prefer integration over reduction of order.
Both processes can involve loss of other symmetries of the original
differential equation. If an equation has no obvious symmetry but is
integrable, the integration route is to be preferred. The lack of an obvious
symmetry would generally mean no point symmetry. There could be a
nonlocal or contact symmetry, but these are not so easy to determine in a
Žsystematic way in the case of a second order ordinary differential equa-
.tion for the latter . Naturally the integral would have no point symmetry. If
the original equation were of the second order and possessed no point
symmetry, one would generally be regarded as optimistic to expect to be
able to integrate it a second time and so reduce the solution to quadra-
w xtures. However, such examples exist. One of them 34, p. 105 is
y92
p pq1y0 s q pg x y y9 q g 9 x y . 18Ž . Ž . Ž .
y
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Ž . w x Ž .The treatment of 18 in 34 was for p a real nonzero constant and g x a
w xnonzero but otherwise arbitrary function. Unless 34
2c exp c x1 2
g x s 19Ž . Ž .c7½ w xc exp c x c q c x ,Ž .3 4 5 6
Ž .18 does not possess a Lie point symmetry. It is integrable at sight to give
the first integral
y9
pI s y g x y . 20Ž . Ž .
y
Ž . wWhen 20 is treated as a first order equation, it is of Bernoulli type 17, p.
x19 and has the solution
w xexp Ix
y s , 21Ž .1rp
w xJ y p g x exp pIx d xŽ .Hž /
where J is the second constant of integration. This example was motivated
w xby the treatment of the system 8
u s c uŽ .È
22Ž .
Ç¤ s f t , u , u u q f¤ q g t , u , u ,Ž . Ž .È Ç Ç Ç
where
› f › f › fÇf s q u q c u . 23Ž . Ž .Ç
› t › u › uÇ
w x w xHowever, doubt 3 has been cast over the validity of the analysis in 8 .
Ž .That 18 can be integrated twice is of its own interest. However, we
wish to illustrate its solution by means of a different approach. Equation
Ž .18 has no point symmetries. Had it arrived by reduction of order from a
third order equation, the third order equation would have at least one
symmetry. Were we able to integrate this equation using this symmetry,
the integral would have one symmetry and the corresponding second order
equation at least one symmetry and so a further reduction of order would
Žbe possible. If the third order equation had more than one symmetry due
.to a poor choice of symmetry for the original reduction of order , i.e., there
w xwere Type I hidden symmetries 4, 1 , the situation would be equally
attractive. There is, of course, the not precisely minor matter of what type
of symmetry to choose. In that matter we are guided by two not unrelated
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facts. In third order equations of maximal symmetry there is only one
symmetry which does not require a knowledge of the solution of the
equation or its adjoint and that is the homogeneity symmetry
›
G s y . 24Ž .
› y
A useful transformation from first order to second order and second order
to third order is the well-known Riccati transformation which, in its
generalised form, is
u9
y s a x 25Ž . Ž .
u
and the symmetry associated with this is precisely the homogeneity symme-
Ž . Ž .try 24 . In the case of 18 it is necessary to introduce a slight variation on
Ž .25 . We let
u9
py s a x 26Ž . Ž .
u
and obtain the transformed equation
u- u0 2 u0 u92 a 0 a 92 a pgu9
9y y y q y s 27Ž .2 2 2 ž /ž /u9 u a uu9 u a
wŽ . xwhich has just the one symmetry 24 with y replaced by u for general g
and which is integrable on sight to
u0 a 9 u9
J s q y 1 q a pg . 28Ž . Ž .
u9 a u
Ž .The integral, 28 , takes a simple form if we set
1




J s y 30Ž .
u9 g
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Ž . Ž .and, when we regard 30 as a differential equation, 30 is
g 9
u0 y J q u9 s 0. 31Ž .ž /g
Ž .Equation 31 is trivially integrated. However, what is of interest here is
Ž .that as a linear second order differential equation 31 has eight point
symmetries. Originally we had no point symmetries. One was introduced
Ž . Ž .by increasing the order of 18 to a third order equation. Invoking 29 this
equation possesses the additional point symmetry ›r› u. These symmetries
Ž .were maintained in the first integral 31 which, when regarded as a
differential equation, has eight. These extra symmetries cannot be classi-
fied as Type I hidden symmetries as those arise on increase of order nor as
w xType II hidden symmetries 4, 1 as those arise on reduction of order. As
they arise when the integral is treated as an equation, we propose to call
them configurational symmetries.
This example should not be considered as an isolated rarity although it
is a particularly dramatic example. We consider it to be of interest to look
at the sources of these additional symmetries and to explore their links
with hidden, nonlocal, or generalised symmetries of the original equation.
Due to the importance of second order differential equations in applica-
Žtions which equations, when the Riccati transformation is used, become
.third order equations we propose to study the relationships between the
symmetries of third order equations and those second order equations
which can be obtained from them by the integration procedure we have
outlined above. As we wish to explore the sources and fates of the widest
variety of symmetry type, we consider the representative of the class of
third order equations with maximal symmetry, ¤iz.
y- s 0 32Ž .
w x Ž . w xwhich has ten contact symmetries 23, p. 242 with the Lie algebra sp 4 5 .
Ž .We believe that it is appropriate to consider the contact symmetries of 32
since these are the symmetries of any third order equation which can be
determined unambiguously with confidence of completeness. Of these ten
symmetries seven are point symmetries of Cartan type, i.e., the finite
w xtransformations which they induce are of Kummer]Liouville form 18, 24
w xor, as some later writers prefer it, fibre-preserving transformations 15 .
There are those who would restrict all symmetries to those of Cartan type,
Ž .but this confines the membership of the equivalence class of 32 and we
find this to be overly restrictive. For example the Kummer]Schwarz
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w xequation 17, p. 602; 16, p. 394
2 y9y- y 3 y0 2 s 0 33Ž .
Ž . w xbelongs to the equivalence class of 32 under contact transformation 5 ,
but it does not under a fibre-preserving transformation.
Ž .Although we look to the generalised Riccati transformation 25 to be
the vehicle to increase the order of a second order equation, we make free
Ž .to use any of the ten symmetries of 32 to provide an integrating factor for
the production of an integral and its subsequent identification as a second
order differential equation.
Ž .In Section 2 we look at the ›r› y symmetry of 32 in some detail so that
our methodology is obvious. Since the methodology is standard for all
symmetries, we summarise the results for the second integral associated
Ž .with G in Section 3. As third order linear equations do not all have sp 41
symmetry, in Section 4 we consider the case of linear equations of lower
symmetry to compare the outcomes with those already observed. We
conclude with a discussion in Section 5 in which we highlight the major
results of our study.
Before we begin we establish our notation. We first explain the notion
of the differential equation associated with a first integral. Consider the
equation
E x , y , y9, . . . , y Žn. s 0, 34Ž .Ž .
its first integral
I s f x , y , y9, . . . , y Žny1. , 35Ž .Ž .
and the equation
f u , ¤ , ¤ 9, . . . , ¤ Žny1. s 0 36Ž . Ž .
Ž .which is obtained from 34 by reduction of order via
u s a x , y ¤ s b x , y , y9 37Ž . Ž . Ž .
w Ž .x Ž .the transformation is obtained from a symmetry of 34 . We call 36 the
Ž .differential equation associated with the first integral 35 . Note that the
structure of the first integral and its associated differential equation are
the same. The latter can be obtained from the former by setting I to zero.
Ž .However, the correct procedure is to obtain 36 under reduction of order.
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Ž .The contact symmetries of 32 are
›
G s1 › y
› ›
G s x q2 › y › y9
› ›
2G s x q 2 x3 › y › y9
›
G s4 › x
› ›
G s x q y5 › x › y
› › ›
2G s x q 2 xy q 2 y6 › x › y › y9
38Ž .
› ›
G s y q y97 › y › y9
› 1 ›
2G s y9 q y98 › x 2 › y
› › ›
2 2G s 2 xy9 y y q xy9 q y9Ž .9 › x › y › y9
› 1 › ›
2 2 2 2 2G s x y9 y 2 xy q x y9 y 2 y q xy9 y 2 yy9Ž . Ž .10 ž /› x 2 › y › y9
Ž w x.easily obtained using a code such as Program LIE 14 . The listing follows
Ž .  Ž . 4the subalgebraic structure of sp 4 , ¤iz. 3 A , s l 2, R [ A and 3 A ,1 s 1 1
w xrecently reported by Abraham-Shrauner et al. 5 . In Table I we list the Lie
brackets of the symmetries. In Table II we list the first integrals associated
with each symmetry. To calculate the integrals associated with a symmetry
G1 we first calculate the three characteristics of the homogeneous linear
1There are two opinions on the relationship between symmetries and first integrals. One
would have that a first integral admits a symmetry. The other regards the symmetry as being
the more fundamental object and the existence of the first integral as being a consequence of
the existence of the symmetry. In this paper we adopt the latter opinion, but accept at times
w xthat the integral is sometimes more obvious than the symmetry. For example, see 3 .
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TABLE I
The Lie Bracket Relations of the Ten Contact Symmetries of y- s 0.
They were Calculated with Program LIE.
G G G G G G G G G G1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Ž .G 0 0 0 0 G 2G G 0 y2G y2 G q G1 1 2 1 4 5 7
G 0 0 0 yG 0 G G G 2G yG2 1 3 2 4 7 6
Ž .G 0 0 0 y2G yG 0 G 2 G y G 2G 03 2 3 3 5 7 6
G 0 G 2G 0 G 2G 0 0 2G G4 1 2 4 5 8 9
G yG 0 G yG 0 G 0 yG 0 G5 1 3 4 6 8 10
G y2G yG 0 y2G yG 0 0 yG y2G 06 2 3 5 6 9 10
G yG yG yG 0 0 0 0 G G G7 1 2 3 8 9 10
Ž .G 0 yG y2 G y G 0 G G yG 0 0 08 4 5 7 8 9 8
G 2G y2G y2G y2G 0 2G yG 0 0 09 4 7 6 8 10 9
Ž .G 2 G q G G 0 yG yG 0 yG 0 0 010 5 7 6 9 10 10
first order partial differential equation
Gw2xI x , y , y9, y0 s 0 39Ž . Ž .
which are, say, u, ¤ , and w, and second the two characteristics, p and q,
which arise from the equation
› I › I › I
u9 q ¤ 9 q w9 s 0 40Ž .
› u › ¤ › w
TABLE II
The First Integrals Associated with the Ten Contact Symmetries
Ž .of y- s 0. The Two Characteristics of I9 u, ¤ , w s 0 are
Denoted by p and q.
Symmetry p q
G I I1 2 3
G I I2 1 3
G I I3 1 2
G I rI I rI4 2 3 3 1
1 2G I I I y I5 3 1 3 22
1 2G I I I y I6 2 1 3 22
1 2G I I I y I7 1 1 3 22
1 2Ž .G I rI I I y I rI8 2 3 1 3 2 32
1 2Ž .G I rI I I y I rI9 3 1 1 3 2 12
1 2Ž .G I rI I I y I rI10 1 2 1 3 2 22
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which is a consequence of the invariance of I with respect to total
differentiation with respect to the independent variable x and in which the
original differential equation is taken into account in calculating u9, ¤ 9,
w xand w9. In our nomenclature we follow that of Flessas et al. 7 . The three
w xfundamental integrals 9 are
1
2I s x y0 y xy9 q y 41Ž .1 2
I s xy0 y y9 42Ž .2
I s y0 43Ž .3
and all other integrals obtained from the symmetries are expressed in
terms of combinations of these integrals in Table II.
2. THE SIMPLEST INTEGRAL
Ž .The simplest integral of 32 is
I s y0 . 44Ž .3
When treated as a first integral I has four point symmetries. We denote3
w xthe jth symmetry associated with the ith integral as X . For I they are 9i j 3
X s G31 1
X s G32 2
X s G33 4
45Ž .
X s G q G ,34 5 7
where we relate the symmetries of the integral, X , to the symmetries ofi j
Ž .the original differential equation 32 . Under the operation of taking the
Lie bracket the symmetries have the Lie algebra A1 , where we use the4, 9
w x Ž .Mubarakzyanov classification scheme 31, 30, 32 . When we regard 44 as
Ž .an equation, we may, without loss of generality, set I to zero since 44 is3
equivalent to
Y 0 s 0 46Ž .
1 2under the translation y “ Y q I x . However, the correct procedure is32
Ž .to reduce the order of 32 by a change of variables by differential
Ž .invariants as in 2 to obtain
Y 0 s 0 47Ž .
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Ž . Ž .as then the full solution of 32 is not lost. The symmetries of 47 are
›
U s1 › Y
›
U s X2 › Y
›
U s3 › X
› 1 ›
U s X q Y4 › X 2 › Y
48Ž .
› ›
2U s X q XY5 › X › Y
›
U s Y6 › Y
›
U s Y7 › X
› ›
2U s XY q Y8 › X › Y
Ž .in which the s l 3, R has been decomposed into the subalgebras 2 A [1 s
 Ž . 4s l 2, R [ A [ 2 A . The first is the two element Abelian algebra ofs 1 s 1
Ž .the solution symmetries, the second is the three element s l 2, R , charac-
w xteristic of equations of maximal symmetry 28 , the third the homogeneity
symmetry, and the fourth the two element Abelian algebra of the non-
Ž .Cartan symmetries. We note that the division corresponds to that for 32
with the minor exception of the reduction of dimension from three to two
of the two end Abelian subalgebras and the replacement of the non-Cartan
Ž .irreducible contact symmetries of 32 with the non-Cartan point symme-
Ž .tries of 47 .
Ž .The reduction of order from the differential equation 32 to the
Ž .differential equation 47 by the symmetry G is achieved by the transfor-1
mation
X s x Y s y9. 49Ž .
Ž .The effect of the transformation 49 on the symmetries G ]G and1 10
U ]U is summarised in Table III. The reduced symmetries are calculated1 8
Ž .according to 5 . We note some of the salient features. The most obvious
one is the diversity of fates and sources of symmetries. Naõvely one wouldÈ
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TABLE III
Fates of the Symmetries of y- s 0 and Sources of the Symmetries of Y 0 s 0.
In the Reduction of G ]G Any Terms in ›r› y are Omitted as Y 0 s 0 is Independent1 10
of y s H Y d X. The Symmetries G and U are Given in Their Standard Forms.i i
The Numerical Factors in Parentheses Indicate the Actual Relationship between Each Pair.
y- s 0 Fate Y0 s 0 Source
G annihilated U G1 1 2
G U U G2 1 2 3
1
Ž .G 2 U U G3 2 3 4ž /2
› 1 › 1
G U U x q y s G y G4 3 4 5 7› x 2 › y 2
› 1 › ›
2 Ž .G X s U y U U x q 3 xy y H y d x5 4 6 5› X 2 › x › y
› ›
2 Ž .G X q 2 H Y d X U G6 6 7› X › Y
G U U G7 6 7 8
› 1 ›
2 2Ž .G U U xy9 q xy9 q 3 H y9 d x8 7 8 › x 2 › y
› ›
2Ž .G y2 H Y d X y XY q Y9 › X › Y
›
2Ž .G y 2 X H Y d X y X Y10 › X
›
2Ž .y 2Y H Y d X y XY
› Y
suspect that point symmetries would reduce to point symmetries, but that
suspicion neglects the consequences of the value of the Lie bracket,
w xG , G . When reduction is via G , the persistence of any other pointR O R
symmetry, G , occurs only if the Lie bracket is a G , where the constant aO R
may be zero. Point symmetries which do not persist become nonlocal
symmetries. We see that two of the solution symmetries persist. However,
they are G and G instead of the G and G for the integral, I . The2 3 1 2 3
persistence of invariance under translation in the independent variable, x,
is not surprising as both equations are autonomous. That the scaling
symmetry needs adjustment is also not surprising as we have written the
Ž .s l 2, R subalgebra in the form appropriate to the order of the equation
w x Ž .28 . The integral I in 43 also preserves a self-similar symmetry, but it3
differs from that of the equation as it must annihilate the integral whereas
it need only give a multiple of the left hand side of the equation. The
persistence of the homogeneity symmetry is not surprising. It can be a
symmetry of an integral only if the integral is homogeneous of degree zero
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w x Ž .in y 7 and so is not a symmetry of 44 . For the differential equation one
of the non-Cartan contact symmetries is preserved and the other two, as
Ž .well as the ``conformal'' member of s l 2, R , become nonlocal. The
Ž .conformal member of s l 2, R and the second non-Cartan symmetry of
the reduced equation are both derived from nonlocal symmetries. In the
case of U the nonlocal symmetry is not a generalised nonlocal symmetry,8
but a nonlocal contact symmetry. We recall that for a derivative dependent
symmetry to be a contact symmetry the second derivative cannot occur in
its first extension and that there exists a characteristic function, W, such
w xthat 23, p. 94
› W › › W › › W › W ›
w1xG s q y9 y W y q y9 . 50Ž .ž / ž /› y9 › x › y9 › y › x › y › y9
w Ž .xWe have in the variables of 32
› 1 › ›
w1x 2 2 2U s xy9 q xy9 q 3 y9 d x q y9 51Ž .H8 ž /› x 2 › y › y9





2 2y9 y W s xy9 q 3 y9 d xHž /› y9 2 52Ž .
› W › W
2y y y9 s y9 .
› x › y
Ž .The solution of 52 is
1 3
2 2W s xy9 y y9 d x . 53Ž .H2 2
Ž .Hence U is a nonlocal contact symmetry of 32 .8
That the descendant of G in Table III arises as a combination of point5
Ž .symmetries of 47 may be initially surprising. However, this can be easily
Ž . Žexplained by recalling that 32 possesses a ten parameter symmetry the
.separation into ten one parameter symmetries is utilitarian . Reduction via
Ž .49 results in a nine parameter symmetry and, if we only require local
symmetries, then it is a six parameter symmetry. We are now free to take
any combination of parameters as a symmetry of the reduced equation.
Ž . Ž .For 47 it is usual to maintain the subalgebraic structure of s l 3, R .
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3. THE SECOND INTEGRAL
The second integral associated with G is1
I s xy0 y y9 54Ž .2
w xwhich has the three symmetries 9
X s G21 1
X s G22 3 55Ž .
X s G .23 5
The differential equation
XY 0 y Y 9 s 0 56Ž .
Ž .is obtained by the reduction of 32 via G under the transformation2
X s x Y s xy9 y y 57Ž .
and has the symmetries
›
U s1 › Y
1 ›
2U s X2 2 › Y
1 ›
U s3 X › X
›
U s X4 › X
58Ž .
1 › 1 ›
3 2U s X q X Y5 4 › X 2 › Y
›
U s Y6 › Y
Y ›
U s7 X › X
1 › ›
2U s XY q Y .8 2 › X › Y
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Ž . Ž .We summarise what happens to the symmetries of 32 and 56 under the
Ž .transformation 57 in Table IV. We note that there is a decrease in the
number of inherited point symmetries which can be attributed to two
sources. One of them reflects the reduction in the number of point
Žsymmetries of four for the associated first integral I to three for I the3 2
additional one in the equation comes from the homogeneity symmetry in
.both cases . The other is that neither of the non-Cartan symmetries of the
reduced equation comes from a non-Cartan symmetry of the original
equation. The Cartan symmetries which do not come from the Cartan
Ž .symmetries of 32 are derived from nonlocal symmetries. Both non-Cartan
symmetries are descended from nonlocal contact symmetries. The charac-
TABLE IV
Reduction of Order by G . Fates of the Symmetries of y- s 0 and Sources2
of the Symmetries of XY0 y Y 9 s 0. In the Reduction of G ]G Any Terms in ›r› y1 10
y2are Omitted as XY 0 y Y 9 s 0 is Independent of y s X H YX d X.
y- s 0 Fate XY0 y Y9 s 0 Source
Ž . Ž .G y U U y G1 1 1 1
1
G annihilated U G2 2 3ž /2
1 › y d x 2 y ›
Ž .G 2 U U y 6 x qH3 2 3 4 2ž /x › x › yx x
› Y Y ›
G q q d X U G y GH4 4 5 72ž /› X X › YX
› › 1 › 3 ›
3 2G X q Y s U q U U x q x y y x y d xH5 4 6 5 ž /› X › Y 4 › x 2 › y
G U U G7 6 6 7
2Y Y › y › 1 y
2G q d X U y9 y q y9 qH8 72 2ž /ž / žX › X x › x 2X x
2 2y9 y ›
y3 x y d xH 2 4 / › y2 x x
› Y Y › 1 › 1
2 2 2Ž .G 2Y q 2Y q d X U xy9 y y q x y9 y yH9 82 žž /› X X › Y 2 › x 2X
x ›
2q y9 d xH /4 › y
Y ›
G X X y YH10 2ž / › XX
21 Y ›
2y 2Y y Y q X d XH 2ž /2 › YX
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w Ž .xteristic functions for U and U in the variables of 32 are7 8
1 yy9 y2 y92 y2
2W s y9 y y q 3 x y d x 59Ž .H7 2 2 4ž /2 x x 2 x x
and
1 1 1
2 2 2 2W s x y9 y xyy9 q y y x y9 d x 60Ž .H8 4 2 4
respectively.
4. EQUATIONS OF LOWER SYMMETRY
w x Ž .It is well known 28 that nth order linear equations n ) 2 can have
n q 4, n q 2, or n q 1 point symmetries depending upon the internal
structure of the equation. For the second and third of these the algebras
 4are nA [ A [ A and nA [ A respectively. For n ) 3 there are no1 1 s 1 1 1
additional contact symmetries and for n s 3 the linear equations with
n q 2 or n q 1 symmetries have no contact symmetries which are not
w xpoint symmetries. Representative equations of the third order are 9
y- y y s 0 61Ž .
with the symmetries
›
xG s e1 › y
›
v xG s e2 › y
›2v xG s e3 › y
62Ž .
›
G s y4 › y
›
G s ,5 › x
2 w xwhere 1 q v q v s 0, and 9; 17, p. 512
y- q f x y0 q y9 q f x y s 0 63Ž . Ž . Ž .
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with
›
G s sin x1 › y
›
G s cos x2 › y
64Ž .
›
G s z xŽ .3 › y
›
G s y ,4 › y
where
x
z x s exp y f u du sin x y u du. 65Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž /0
Ž .The zeroth order and first differential invariants of 61 for each of the
Ž .five symmetries in 62 and the reduced equation are
G u s x ¤ s y9 y y ¤ 0 q ¤ 9 q ¤ s 0 66aŽ .1
G u s x ¤ s y9 y v y ¤ 0 q v¤ 9 q v 2 ¤ s 0 66bŽ .2
G u s x ¤ s y9 y v 2 y ¤ 0 q v 2 ¤ 9 q v¤ s 0 66cŽ .3
y9
3G u s x ¤ s ¤ 0 q 3¤¤ 9 q ¤ s 1 66dŽ .4 y
G u s y ¤ s y9 ¤ 2 ¤ 0 q ¤¤ 92 y u s 0, 66eŽ .5
Ž .where ¤ 9 s d¤rdu. For 63 they are
G u s x ¤ s y9 sin x y y cos x ¤ 0 q f u y cot u ¤ 9 s 0 67aŽ . Ž .Ž .1
G u s x ¤ s y9 cos x q y sin x ¤ 0 q f u q tan u ¤ 9 s 0 67bŽ . Ž .Ž .2
z9 z0
G u s x ¤ s y9z y yz9 ¤ 0 q f u y ¤ 9 q 1 q ¤ s 0Ž .3 ž / ž /z z
67cŽ .
y9
3 2G u s x ¤ s ¤ 0 q 3¤¤ 9 q ¤ q ¤ q f u ¤ 9 q ¤ q 1 s 0.Ž . Ž .4 y
67dŽ .
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Ž .If we consider reduction of 61 via G , the four remaining symmetries1
become point symmetries of the reduced equation, as expected. Two
additional symmetries come from nonlocal symmetries and the remaining
two come from nonlocal contact symmetries. Thus we have
›
v uG s e U s G2 1 2› ¤
›2v uG s e U s G3 2 3› ¤
›
G s U s G5 3 5› u
› p ›' 'U s sin 3 u y ¤ sin 3 u y4 ž /› u 3 › ¤
› p ›' 'U s cos 3 u y ¤ cos 3 u y5 ž /› u 3 › ¤
68Ž .
›
G s ¤ U s G4 6 4› ¤
› ›
mu 2U s e ¤ q ¤ v y 1Ž .7 › u › ¤
› ›2m u 2 2U s e ¤ q ¤ v y 1 ,Ž .8 › u › ¤
where the parameter m is a solution of
m2 y m q 1 s 0.
Not surprisingly the two equations which arise when the other two solution
symmetries, G and G , are used reflect the same behaviour. Equation2 3
Ž .66d , the homogeneous form of which has attracted attention in the past
w x Ž26, 19, 21 , has eight point symmetries all descendants of nonlocal and
.nonlocal contact symmetries and so is linearisable by a point transforma-
Ž .tion. Equation 66e is the only one which ``behaves'' itself. The Lie
bracket of G with the three solution symmetries is not a multiple of G5 5
and so these cannot be symmetries of the reduced equation. It is zero with
the homogeneity symmetry, G , and it so happens that its descendant is the4
Ž .sole point symmetry of 66e .
Ž .In the case of 63 the three solution symmetries lead to linear equations
which have eight point symmetries. The two surviving solution symmetries
are solution symmetries of the reduced equation and the homogeneity
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symmetry remains just that. The reduced equations have five Type II
Ž .hidden symmetries which have their origin in nonlocal nonlocal contact
symmetries. None of the four point symmetries is a symmetry of the
reduced equation obtained using G . Naturally G is expended in the4 4
reduction. The three solution symmetries become nonlocal due to a spare
w x Ž .y which is exp H ¤ du in terms of the reduced variables. However, 67d
does have eight symmetries and is therefore linearisable by a point
transformation.
5. SYMMETRIES OF THE FIRST INTEGRALS
Ž . w xThe three linearly independent first integrals of 61 are 9
J s eyx y q y9 q y0Ž .1
J s eyv x v 2 y q v y9 q y0Ž .2 69Ž .
J s eyv 2 x v y q v 2 y9 q y0Ž .3
Ž . Ž . Ž .with the associated differential equations 66a , 66b , and 66c respec-
tively. The symmetries of the J s arei
›
v xG s e11 › y
›2v xG s e12 › y
70Ž .
1 › ›
G s q y ,13 ž /v › x › y
›
xG s e21 › y
›2v xG s e22 › y
71Ž .
1 › ›
G s q v y23 2 ž /› x › yv
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and
›
v xG s e31 › y
›
xG s e32 › y
72Ž .
› ›
2G s q v y33 › x › y
Ž .respectively. In the case of 63 the three linearly independent first
w xintegrals are 9
x
K s y9 sin x y y cos x y z x y0 q y exp f u duŽ . Ž . Ž .H1 ž /
x
K s y9 cos x q y sin x y z x y0 q y exp f u duŽ . Ž . Ž .H2 ž / 73Ž .
x
K s y0 q y exp f u du ,Ž . Ž .H3 ž /
where
x u
z x s exp y f u9 du9 sin u du , 74Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
with the symmetries
›
G s sin x11 › y
75Ž .
›
G s z x ,Ž .12 › y
›
G s cos x21 › y
76Ž .
›
G s z x ,Ž .22 › y
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and
›
G s sin x31 › y
77Ž .
›
G s cos x32 › y
respectively. The associated differential equations are obtained by setting
Ž .the K s to zero in 73 . At first glance we notice that there is no obviousi
Ž .connection between the first three equations in 67 and the equations
Ž .obtained by setting the K s to zero in 73 . The connection can be easilyi
made by recalling that all homogeneous linear second order equations are
w x wequivalent 22, p. 405 under the Kummer]Liouville transformation 18,
x24, 12
Y x s U x V T x . 78Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Thus the first three equations in 67 are equivalent to those in 73 with
Ž .the K s set to zero. The transformation 78 is, in fact, just a change ofi
independent variable. This change can be reflected in the reduction of
order by taking an arbitary combination of the zeroth order, u, and first, ¤ ,
Ž .differential invariants in 67 . That we are allowed to make this choice is
due to the entirely arbitrary nature of the choices of the characteristics.
A few observations are now in order. An examination of the operation
Ž . Ž . Žof the symmetries of 47 , say, on 47 reveals that the only symmetries or
. Ž .combinations that annihilate 47 , i.e., that do not require the differential
equation to be invoked, are
1U , U , U , U q U . 79Ž .1 2 3 4 62
These are the point symmetry descendants of
G , G , G , G q G 80Ž .1 2 4 5 7
Ž . Ž . w Ž .of 32 which are the symmetries of 44 . Recall that 47 is the differential
Ž . xequation associated with 44 . We reach the obvious conclusion that, if G
is a symmetry of the first integral
E x , y , . . . , y Žn. s I 81Ž .Ž .
ÇŽ .which implies that G is a symmetry of the equation E s 0 , the descen-
Çdant of G in the reduction of order of E s 0 to
E u , ¤ , . . . , ¤ Žn. s 0 82Ž . Ž .
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w Ž .x Ž .the differential equation associated with 81 is a symmetry of 82 and
Ž . Ž .annihilates 82 . The stronger result, that symmetries which annihilate 82
Ž . Ž .are also symmetries of 81 in the original coordinates does not always
hold. This is illustrated by the differential equation associated with K , ¤iz.3
y0 q y s 0. 83Ž .
Ž .Obviously 83 has the symmetry
›
G s 84Ž .
› x
Ž . Ž .which annihilates 83 but is not a symmetry of K . The reason is that 843
Ž .does not arise from the reduction of a point symmetry of 63 . Only
symmetries which arise from reductions of point symmetries of the original
equation can be considered in making the stronger connection between
symmetries of differential equations and their associated first integrals.
6. CONCLUSION
The concepts of integrating differential equations and reducing their
order were shown to be fundamentally different. The number and forms of
the symmetries of a first integral and its associated differential equation
can be deduced from those of the original differential equation in a more
or less transparent fashion. What would be of interest would be a deeper
connection between first integrals and their symmetries}in this regard it
would be desirable to develop a means of finding integrating factors for
equations of order higher than the first using the symmetries. In this
manner one could always explain the existence of first integrals in terms of
the Lie theory, i.e., use the symmetry property of differential equations.
w xWe note that it has been shown 3, 10 that the concept of symmetry must
be broadened to beyond solely point for this goal to be realised.
We have seen that the existence of hidden symmetries is a very common
matter in ordinary differential equations. The persistence of symmetries
through the process of reduction of order is a chancy business and is
governed, in part, by the Lie brackets between the reducing symmetry and
each of the others. A glance at the listing of Lie brackets for the third
Ž .order equation of maximal symmetry 32 in Table I indicates that, at best,
Ž .we can only expect six of the symmetries comprising sp 4 will survive the
process of reduction of order. A closer examination of Table I reveals that
reductions via all the symmetries except for G and G lead to second5 7
order equations with at least four symmetries. As a second order equation
w xcan only possesses 0, 1, 2, 3, or 8 point symmetries 27 these equations
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Žmust possess eight and are hence linear or linearisable via a point
.transformation . In the case of the reduction via G , the second order5
Ž .equation possesses at least the reduced forms of G , G , and G . These2 7 9
Žsymmetries form the Lie algebra A that of the group D m T , the3, 3 s 2
.semidirect product of dilations and translations which implies that the
w xsecond order equation is linearrlinearisable 25, Theorem 5.7 . In the case
Ž .of G , the reduced symmetries G , G , and G form s l 2, R which means7 4 5 6
that the second order equation possesses either three or eight point
w xsymmetries 25, Theorem 5.2 . A simple calculation shows that the equa-
w x Ž .tion is that studied in 26 and is linearisable. Thus all reductions from 32
using its contact symmetries result in linearrlinearisable second order
equations.
It is worthwhile mentioning that the above conclusions were reached by
Ž .considering the full contact symmetry algebra of 32 . It is a trivial matter
w xto prove an extension of 29, Theorem 2.60, p. 148 that, if an equation is
invariant under a two parameter group of contact transformations, the
reduction via the normal subgroup results in the other becoming a point
symmetry in the variables of the reduced equation. This extension justifies
the comments made in the previous paragraph. We note that our conclu-
sions would have been far weaker had we ignored the contact symmetries
as, in that instance, we would have noted that Table I implied that only
reductions via G , G , and G resulted in linearrlinearisable second order1 2 3
w xequations. This further supports the case made in 5 that contact symme-
tries must be considered when equations of order greater than two are
studied.
When we look at the representative equations of lower dimensional
algebras, we see that it can happen that the reduced equation will not
inherit a single point symmetry from the parent equation. This does not
appear to indicate that the reduced equation will have less symmetry
compared with the equation of higher symmetry. In fact all four possible
Ž .reductions of 63 lead to second order equations with the maximal point
Ž . Ž .symmetry algebra, s l 3, R . In the case of 67d all of these symmetries
have their origins in nonlocal symmetries at the third order level.
A strong case for the use of nonlocal symmetries of second order
equations to extend the number of equations which can be reduced to
w xquadratures has been made recently by Govinder and Leach 11 . The
Ž .examples of wastage of point and contact symmetries in the reduction
from third order to second order which have been given here further
highlight the need for a greater understanding of the properties of nonlo-
cal symmetries and their uses.
The ultimate goal will be a means of determining, a priori, the useful
Žsymmetries of a differential equation. Here ``useful'' symmetries are those
which cause the reduction of the equation to quadratures and the concept
.of symmetry is extended beyond point.
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